
Industrial equipment service provider
saves $7,000 and hours of

downtime with
each RemoteSpark support call

Rogers Electric and Machine is a sales & service provider for electric motors, gear-boxes, pumps, compressors and
heavy machinery equipment. Currently, the larger industries that the Rogers team services are petroleum, mining,
lumber, hydro, potable water/water treatment and fisheries. 
 
This organization is headquartered in New Brunswick, Canada, and operates field locations throughout Atlantic
Canada.

1) Rogers was experiencing some issues ensuring
that personnel, with the appropriate skill sets, were
in the right corners of Atlantic Canada for when
customers required emergency service.  The faster the
service, the sooner their customers
can resume production.  
 
“With our Wabush (Newfoundland and Labrador), if an
emergency situation arose for one of our
customers, and we did not have the expertise in
Wabush, we would be forced to fly in a technician to fix
the problem. With limited flights travelling to the
area, the travel time is significant. Considering the cost
to the customer when production is down this had
become a serious issue,” said Controller at Rogers
Electric and Machine, Riley Keith.
 
Rogers reports that, in some cases, their
customers can be looking at six-figure loses per hour
of production downtime. 

2) A secondary issue was that many of these senior
staff, who were being sent to these remote locations to
conduct emergency service, are at a point in their
lives in which travel is more of an inconvenience than
an adventure. With limited flights to these
remote locations, it was unclear how long a senior
technician would be on the road for a repair
job. Additionally, each of these last minute, emergency
service calls were costing Rogers between $5,000 and
$12,000 in travel expenses.
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Time to Delivery of Service: In cases in which a remote technician isn't equipped to solve a
customer’s problem, Rogers sends a senior technician with the knowledge to complete the
repair. It can take anywhere from 3 to 17 hours (this depends on the availability of flights) for
a senior technician to get on-site.  
 
“If we have RemoteSpark at our fingertips and a customer calls, we could have a technician
in Labrador mobilized and on site within 15 mins.” 
 
In this use case, RemoteSpark allows Rogers to deliver service to clients anywhere
between 1,200% to 6,800% faster than traditional processes.

Rogers Electric and Machine adopted the RemoteSpark Mixed Reality remote worker support solution
to enable their senior technicians to support field technicians when they encounter complex problems that they
lack the knowledge to solve. By positioning RemoteSpark enabled HoloLens units in their field offices, Rogers’
field techs can leverage this tool either in the shop or on a customer's site. Field techs can call senior techs for
support when a problem arises. Senior techs use Windows 10 devices to answer the calls and can see what the
remote workers sees, communicate, and transfer task-supporting content (PDFs, Microsoft Office documents,
CAD assets, and images that appear as holograms in the remote workers real-world environment) in real-time.

“RemoteSpark is the perfect fit for this application.
An attractive aspect of the application was the
ability to use it with very low bandwidth as most of
these sites we are visiting have little to no signal.”

- Riley Keith, Rogers Electric and Machine

The Solution

The Results
Reported after six months of using the RemoteSpark system

Travel Savings: On average, Rogers saves $7,000 with each operational use
of the RemoteSpark system.

Customer Downtime: Based on Rogers’ estimates, operational uses of this technology can in
turn save its customers 3 to 17 hours of production downtime, which can equate to six,
sometimes seven, figures in savings.


